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I review the historical development of QCD predictions for exclusive hadronic processes, beginning
with constituent counting rules and the quark interchange mechanism, phenomena which gave early
validation for the quark structure of hadrons. The subsequent development of pQCD factorization
theorems for hard exclusive amplitudes and the development of evolution equations for the hadron
distribution amplitudes provided a rigorous framework for calculating hadronic form factors and
hard scattering exclusive scattering processes at high momentum transfer. I also give a brief intro-
duction to the field of “light-front holography” and the insights it brings to quark confinement, the
behavior of the QCD coupling in the nonperturbative domain, as well as hadron spectroscopy and
the dynamics of exclusive processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important arenas for testing quantum chromodynamics are measurements of exclusive scattering
reactions in which the kinematics of all of the initial and final-state particles are determined. Exclusive processes
include hadronic spacelike and timelike hadronic form factors, two-photon reactions γγ → HH̄, Compton scattering
γp → γp, deeply virtual Compton scattering γ∗p → γp; and two-body scattering reactions such as elastic proton-
proton scatting pp→ pp and pion photoproduction γ∗p→ π+n. In such reactions one is sensitive to the fundamental
composition of hadrons in terms of their quark and gluon content, as well as the fundamental interactions and
forces acting on their quark and gluonic constituents. Exclusive reactions are also sensitive to the dynamics of color
confinement, and they illuminate the mechanisms underlying quark and gluon hadronization at the amplitude level
in quantum chromodynamics (QCD).

A central feature of exclusive processes are the “constituent counting rules” which allow one to verify the underlying
quark and gluon content of hadrons and enumerate their fundamental degrees of freedom. The counting rules were
derived in the 1970’s by Farrar and this author [1, 2] and by Matveev, Muradyan and Tavkhelidze [3], soon after the
development of QCD by Fritzsch, Gell Mann, and Leutwyler [4]

This review begins with a summary of the main features of quark counting rules and quark interchange phenomena–
which gave early validation of the quark structure of hadrons. I then review the development of perturbative QCD
factorization theorems and the evolution equations for the hadron “distribution amplitudes – the fundamental wave-
functions which control form factors at large momentum transfer and other hard scattering exclusive scattering
processes. I also give a short introduction to“light-front holography” and the insights it brings to quark confinement,
the QCD coupling in the nonperturbative domain, light-quark hadron spectroscopy, and the dynamics of exclusive
processes.

II. QUARK COUNTING RULES

The physics principle underlying the counting rules is that at momentum transfers large compared to the QCD color
confinement scale, where asymptotic freedom is applicable, the dominant internal interactions between quarks from
gluon exchange within hadrons should be approximately scale independent. in fact, close to conformal [5, 6]. The
twist-dimension of the effective operator which creates the hadron at short distances [7, 8] then controls the scaling
of an exclusive amplitude. Here ‘twist’ refers to the dimension minus the spin of the interpolating operator; it also
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equals the number of quarks in the valence Fock state; e.g., the twist is 3 for baryons and the twist is 2 for mesons;
higher Fock states will give “higher twist” power-law suppressed contributions. The result is that the power-law
fall-off of any hard-scattering reaction can be predicted by simply counting the number of bound quarks in each of the
interacting hadrons, thus providing a direct window to their constituent structure. Thus, according to the counting
rules, an exclusive scattering amplitude at large momentum transfer such as elastic hadron-hadron scattering at fixed
θCM (or fixed t/s ) will have the nominal power-law fall-off[1–3]

M(A+B → C +D) =
FA+B→C+D(θCM )

sN

where

N = nA + nB + nC + nD − 4.

Here ni is the minimum number of fundamental (“valence”) constituents in each hadron’s wavefunction; e.g., one
counts nB = 3 for baryons, nM = 2 for mesons , and n = 1 for interacting elementary particles such as the photon or
lepton. Thus for any two-to-two scattering process the differential cross section will fall as

dσ

dt
(A+B → C +D) ∝ |M(A+B → C +D)|2

s2
∝ |FA+B→C+D(θCM )|2

s2N−2

at large center-of mass energy squared s = E2
CM and fixed ratio of invariants such as fixed t/s or fixed center-of mass

angle θCM . A simple example is meson-baryon photoproduction:

dσ

dt
(γp→ K+Λ) ∝ |F (θCM |2

s7

since N = 3 + 1 + 2 + 3 − 2 = 7.. The experimental test of the counting rule for proton-proton elastic scattering
at fixed θCM is shown in fig. 1. The quark counting prediction is N = 12 − 2 = 10, and the best fit to the data is
N = 9.7± 0.5 [9]
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FIG. 1: Data for dσ
dt

(pp→ pp) and dσ
dt

(γp→ π0p) The measured power-law fall-off at fixed θCM are consistent with the quark

counting rule predictions s−10 and s−7, respectively. Further details and references can be found in [10].

In general one finds that the fall-off predicted by quark counting is consistent with measurements when the mo-
mentum transfer pT in the hard exclusive reaction exceeds a few GeV. Here p2

T = tu/s. The counting rule for elastic
lepton-hadron scattering `H → `H also predicts the power-law fall-off of the dominant helicity-conserving hadron’s
form factor at large Q2 = −t:

FH(Q2) ∝ [1/Q2]nH−1,

where nH is the minimum number of elementary constituents in H; i.e. the ‘twist’ of the leading interpolating operator
of the hadron H at small distances. Thus meson form factors fall-off as 1/Q2, the Dirac form factor falls at 1/Q4. A
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FIG. 2: Tests of quark counting for meson, nucleon and nuclear form factors at high momentum transfer : [Q2]nH−1×FH(Q2)→
constant. Further details and references can be found in [11]

comparison with data is given in fig. 2. Historically, the empirical success of the counting rules provided a primary
check on the number of valence quarks underlying the bound-state structure of hadrons. Furthermore, they provided
a test on the elementary, structureless property of photons, leptons, as well as the intermediate bosons exchanged in
charged- or neutral-current exclusive processes. The counting rules can also be applied to large-angle real or virtual
Compton scattering, hard exclusive nuclear reactions such as γd → np. They can also be extended to exclusive
processes involving the production of multiple hadrons, such as pp̄→ K+K−π0. A detailed review is given in ref. [11]

Because of the Drell-Yan exclusive-inclusive connection [12], the quark counting rules for form factors at large
momentum transfer also imply counting rules for the power-law falloff of the quark and gluon structure functions
in hadrons : Ga/H(x) at x → 1, the kinematic domain where the constituent a takes most of the momentum of
the hadron H. The limiting power-law behavior at x ∼ 1 of the distributions derived from minimally connected
amplitudes is [13]

Ga/H(x) ∝ (1− x)p

where

p = 2n− 1 + 2∆Sz

Here n is the minimal number of spectator quark lines, and ∆Sz = ISa−SH |. For example ∆SzI = 0or1 for parallel or
anti-parallel quark and proton helicities, respectively. This counting rule reflects the fact that the valence Fock states
with the minimum number of constituents give the leading contribution to structure functions when one quark carries
nearly all of the light-cone momentum. Thus Fock states with a higher number of partons give structure functions
which fall off faster at x 1. The helicity dependence of the counting rule also reflects the helicity retention properties
of the gauge couplings: a quark with a large momentum fraction of the hadron also tends to carry its helicity; the
anti-parallel helicity quark is suppressed by an extra suppression of (1−x)2. The counting rule for valence quarks can
be combined with the splitting functions to predict the x ∼ 1 behavior of gluon and non-valence quark distributions.
In particular, the gluon distribution of non-exotic hadrons must fall by at least one power faster than the respective
quark distributions. The counting rules for large x behavior of quark and gluon helicity distributions can also be
derived from the continuity between the exclusive and inclusive channels at fixed invariant mass. For example, as
shown by Drell and Yan [12], a quark structure function Gq/H ∼ (1 − x)2n−1 at x → 1 if the corresponding form
factor F (Q2) ∝ (1/Q2)n at large Q2. A similar analysis controls the z → 1 behavior of the fragmentation functions
DH/a(z). The results are constant with Gribov-Lipatov crossing relations. Higher twist corrections due to multiparton
subprocesses are discussed in ref. [14]

The quark counting rules were later shown to explicitly emerge from pQCD factorization theorems by Brodsky
and Lepage [15, 16] and by Efremov and Radyushkin [17]. As we shall review below, one also predicts logarithmic
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corrections to the nominal power law fall-off which can be systematically derived from two sources: the evolution
of the QCD coupling constant αs(Q2) and the evolution of the hadron distribution amplitudes, the fundamental
gauge-invariant amplitudes which control hadronic process at short distances. More recently, the quark counting rules
were shown [18] to be features of a nonperturbative approach based on AdS/QCD and light-front holography, the
postulated duality between AdS5 space and QCD in physical space-time. This analysis is discussed further in section
VI.

The pQCD analysis also predicts a number of other phenomenological features of hard exclusive processes. These
include

• Hadron Helicity Conservation [19]The dominant pQCD interactions conserve quark chirality at every quark
vertex such as gq↑ → q↑ and g → q↑q̄↓. The quark-chirality interactions bring in powers of the quark mass and
thus faster power fall-off. in addition, the leading power contribution to hard exclusive amplitudes are derived
from wavefunctions with zero quark orbital angular momentum. Thus the total Sz of the incident and final
hadrons is conserved at leading twist :

λA + λB = λC + λD.

This rule also accounts for the dominance of helicity-conserving form factors, such as the dominance of the
Dirac hadron helicity-conserving form factor of the proton F1(Q2) ∝ 1

Q4 relative to the helicity-flip Pauli form
factor F2(Q2) ∝ 1

Q6 at a high momentum transfer Q2 = −t >> Λ2
QCD. However, the dominant decay J/ψ → πρ

violates hadronic helicity conservation as well as the OZI rule. The solution [20] to this anomaly may be
connected to higher Fock states of the final-state mesons which contain “intrinsic ” cc̄ pairs. A discussion of
this puzzle is given in ref. [21]

• Color Transparency [22–24] Perturbative QCD predicts that at high moment transfer p2
T >> Λ2

QCD, the
hadronic wavefunctions which control hard scattering amplitudes are dominated by configurations where all of
the hadron constituents have small impact separation b⊥1

p2T
. These configurations interact weakly inside a nuclear

environment because of their small color-dipole moment; i.e., the color gauge interactions of the quark and
antiquark of a meson tend to cancel when they have small impact separation. Thus a hard-scattering exclusive
reaction can occur anywhere in the nucleus in a quasielastic reaction such as pA → ppX without absorption
in the initial or final state. These small-size configurations expand to physical size hadrons at a time interval
proportional to the hadron’s energy. The cross section for pA → ppX is thus predicted to be additive in the
number of protons in the nuclear target at very large momentum transfer: E dσ

d3p (pA→ ppX) ' ZE dσ
d3p (pp→ pp)

The expectations of color transparency have been verified in hard exclusive channels such as γ∗p→ ρ0p at high
photon virtuality Q2 and high momentum transfer quasi-elastic pp scattering. Comprehensive reviews are given
in ref. [24, 25] The color transparency of hard exclusive reactions is in direct contradiction to traditional Glauber
theory [26], where the large size of hadron-nucleon cross sections implies that hadronic interactions in a nuclear
target are relegated to the nuclear periphery. For example, in low momentum transfer reactions the cross section
σ(pA → πX) behaves A1/3 since the proton can only interact on the front surface, and thus the emitted pion
can only emerge from the nuclear perimeter [27].
Color transparency was tested directly in the dijet diffractive reaction πA→ JetJetA′ in a Fermilab experiment
by Ashery et al. [25, 28] The emerging jets correspond to the dissociation of the pion π → qq̄ with closely
balanced transverse momenta ∼ ±~k⊥, so that the nucleus remains intact. See fig. 3. At large k2

⊥ the dom-
inant configurations of the pion wavefunction have small impact separation b2⊥ ∼ 1/k2

⊥ and thus small color
dipole moments. The measurements of the nuclear A dependence are in agreement with the color transparency
predictions of Strikman et al. [25, 28]
However, In one classic experiment, color transparency was observed to fail dramatically: A strong nuclear
suppression is observed in pA → ppXat

√
s ' 5 GeV . [29]; this is the same energy where a surprisingly strong

spin-spin correlation RNN ' 4 is observed [30]. Here RNN is the ratio dσ
dt (p↑p↑ → pp)/dσdt (p↓p↓ → pp), where

the incident protons are polarized normal to the scattering plane. The anomalously strong spin-spin correlation
and the associated breakdown of color transparency can be understood as due to the physics of the charm
threshold [31]:

√
s ' 5 GeV is the energy where a produced cc̄ plus the six spectator light quarks are all at the

same rapidity and thus can interact strongly. In fact, one can interpret the data for evidence for the production
of an “octoquark ” |uuduudcc̄ > resonance in the J = 1, S = 1 pptopp partial wave. [21, 31, 32]. Large-size
protons are involved, and thus color transparency breaks down in the energy domain where the octoquark
resonance is excited.

• Nuclear Effects and Hidden Color At first approximation, a nucleus can be regarded a composite of
protons and nuclei bound by the exchange of mesons. However, quantum chromodynamics predicts that at high
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FIG. 3: Illustration of pion diffractive dissociation to dijets in a nucleus πA → JetJet + A. The nucleus A remains intact.
When the jets are produced at high and opposite transverse momenta ±~p⊥, one samples the pion LF wavefunction at b⊥ ' 1

p⊥
where the quark and antiquark have small transverse separation; i.e., the dijet has a small color dipole moment. The color
transparency prediction of negligible absorption in the nucleus was verified by the FermiLab experiment of Aitala, et al. [25, 28]

resolution, the structure of the nucleus is much more complex: the nucleus itself becomes revealed as a bound-
state system of confined quarks and gluons, the fundamental quantum fields of QCD. Even the fundamental
nature of the nuclear force is reinterpreted in QCD. In fact, measurements of the elastic scattering of protons
at high momentum transfer show that the dominant interaction at short distances between nucleons is the
interchange of their constituent quarks [33].

An important example where QCD differs from traditional nuclear physics in a fundamental way is presence
of the “hidden-color” degrees of freedom in the nuclear eigensolution [34–37] If one regards the deuteron as a
composite of six color-triplet quarks, then there are five different color-singlet states, only one of which matches
the usual proton-neutron degrees of freedom. In fact, when one considers color-octet gluon exchange at short
inter-nucleon distances, then all five color-singlet components enter the deuteron eigensolution. This can be
shown explicitly using rigorous pQCD evolution equations which couple together all of the components [38] One
can prove from the evolution of the deuteron distribution amplitude [38] that at Q2 → ∞ all five color-singlet
components have equal weight.

Thus QCD predicts the dominance of the hidden-color configurations when a deuteron scatters at very large
momentum transfers in elastic electron-deuteron scattering, or when it photo-disintegrates into pairs of baryonic
resonances, or when the quark in the nucleus carries a high momentum fraction x > 1, beyond the kinematics of
a single nucleon. The hidden-color degrees of freedom can manifest themselves as the dominant contribution to
the elastic form factor of the deuteron at very large Q2. It is useful to factorize the deuteron helicity-conserving
form factor Fd(Q2) = A(Q2) in the form [34]

Fd(Q2) ≡ Fp(Q2/4)Fn(Q2/4)F reducedd (Q2)

since in the weak binding limit each nucleon scatters in electron-deuteron elastic scattering with half the mo-
mentum transfer. The quark counting rules predict F reducedd (Q2) ∼ 1

Q2 , the same scaling as a meson. This
scaling prediction has been confirmed experimentally [35] See fig. 4. The magnitude of Q2F reducedd (Q2) is much
larger than expected from conventional nuclear physics based on the small deuteron binding, thus indicating a
dominant role of hidden color in the hard-scattering domain‘[38]. The hidden color of the deuteron LFWF also
predicts a large coupling of γd→ ∆+∆0 in exclusive photodisintegration [39]
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the basic QCD mechanism in which the nuclear amplitude for elastic electron deuteron scattering `D ! `D factorizes as a product
of two on-shell nucleon amplitudes. The propagator of the hard quark line labeled Pq is incorporated into the reduced form factor fd .

Fig. 2. Illustration of the basic QCD mechanism in which the nuclear amplitude for elastic electron deuteron scattering `D ! `D factorizes as a product
of two on-shell nucleon amplitudes. The quark interchange allows the amplitude to proceed when the deuteron wave function contains only color-singlet
clusters.
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III. THE FRONT FORM

The light-front (LF) formalism is based on Dirac’s “front form” [40], where the time variable τ = t + z/c is the
time along the light-front. For a review, see [41]. For example, when when one takes a flash photograph, the resulting
photographs is at fixed light-front time τ . In fact physical measurements such as deep inelastic scattering on a proton
capture the structure of the proton at fixed LF time within the causal horizon, not at a fixed “instant” time t which
would requires acausal information. The form factors are thus a primary measure of hadron structure at fixed LF
time τ = t + z/c. Given the QCD Lagrangian, one can derive the LF Hamiltonian HLF = −i∂/∂τ , the LF time
evolution operator.

The eigensolutions of the QCD light-front Hamiltonian for each hadron satisfy the LF Heisenberg equation:

HLF |ΨI >= M2
I |ΨI >

where the eigensolution ΨH > for each hadron H can be expanded as a sum over free Fock states:

|ΨH >=
∑
n

ψn/H(xi,~k⊥i , λi)|n >

The n constituents of the Fock states |n > for a hadron with momentum P± = P 0±Pz and ~P⊥ have physical momenta
p+
i = xiP

+ and ~p⊥i = xi ~P⊥ + ~k⊥ >. The momenta k+ = k0 + kz are conserved and always positive. One also has
M2 = P+P− − P 2

⊥. The Fock state with minimum n (n=2 for mesons and n=3 for baryons) are called the “valence”
Fock states. Since the + and transverse momenta are conserved in the front form,

∑n
i xi−1 = 1 and

∑n
i
~k⊥i = 0.

The coefficients in the Fock expansion are the hadronic light-front wavefunctions. See fig. 5. The LFWFs are the
hadronic eigensolutions of HLF which in turn is derived from the QCD Lagrangian. They control virtually every
observable in QCD. See fig.6. A remarkable feature of the light-front formalism is that the LFWFs are independent
of the hadron’s momentum P+ and P⊥. No Wigner or Melosh boosts are required. In principle, the LF Heisenberg
equation can be solved by matrix diagonalization of the LF Hamiltonian using discretized light-cone quantization
(DLCQ). [41–44] In fact this can be done to essentially arbitrary accuracy for QCD [45] and other theories [46] in one
space and one LF time. As we shall discuss in section VI, one can obtain predictions for the nonperturbative LFWFs
of hadrons with confined quarks from a novel method called “light-front holography” [47].

Form factors and other current matrix elements < p+ q|Jµ(0)|p > which are measured by virtual photon exchange
in elastic or inelastic lepton-hadron scattering can be elegantly written in terms of the overlap of initial-state and final-
state light-front wavefunctions (LFWFs) of the hadrons [12, 48, 49]. The Drell-Yan-West (DYW) formula [12, 48, 49]
for the spacelike (t < 0) form factor of a spin-zero meson form factors is given by the overlap of initial and final-state
light-front wavefunctions:

F (q2) =
∫
d2~k⊥

∫ 1

0

dxψH(x,~k⊥)ψH(x,~k⊥ + (1− x)~q⊥)
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LFWFs can also be predicted from light-front holography.

where t = −q2 < 0. (A sum over the struck quarks weighted by the quark charge and a sum over all hadronic Fock
states is understood.). An essential step in the derivation of the DYW formula is to evaluate the current matrix
element F (q2) = < p+ q|j+(0)|p > /P+ in the Lorentz frame with q+ = 0 and thus −t = −q2 = Q2 = ~q2

⊥. Thus the
kinematical coordinates of the exchanged virtual photon is qµ = (q+, q−, ~q⊥) = (0, q−, q⊥), where q2

⊥ = Q2 = −q2 and
q− = 2p · q/P+. The choice q+ = 0 avoids the need to evaluate contribution from the overlap of LFWFs with different
number of constituents. Since q+ = 0, LF coordinate x = k+/P+ does not change at the quark-photon-quark vertex.
See fig. 7.

If the struck quark of the initial state has LF momenta k⊥ and x, then the momenta of the final-state constituents
are x and k⊥ + (1 − x)~q⊥ for the struck quark and x and ~k⊥I + xi~q⊥ for the spectator constituents. In the case of
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Exact LF formula!

FIG. 7: Illustration of the Drell-Yan West formula for the calculation of form factors and other current matrix elements as
overlaps of boost-invariant LFWFs.

spin, the LFWFs multiply LF spinors where ūγ+u = 1. Thus the DYW LF formula holds for the Dirac form factor
F1(q2) where the initial and final state nucleon have the same helicity. The corresponding formula for the spin-flip
Pauli form factor F2(q2) is: [49]

(~q⊥x+ i~q⊥y)× F2(q2) = < p+ q, Sz = −1/2|j+(0)|p, Sz = +1/2 > /P+

=
∫
d2~k⊥

∫ 1

0

dxψ
Sz=−1/2
H (x,~k⊥)ψS

z=1/2
H (x,~k⊥ + (1− x)~q⊥)

Since the quark spin is not flipped by the current operator j+, the Pauli form factor is the overlap of the initial-state
LFWF where the spin of struck quark is parallel to the proton spin with the spin-antiparallel LFWF of the final state
baryon. Thus the quarks in the baryon must have orbital angular momentum in order to have a nonzero Pauli form
factor and nonzero anomalous moment. These frame-independent light-front expressions are the relativistic general-
izations of the overlap formula of Schrödinger wavefunctions for form factors in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
One can immediately derive the quark counting rules for form factors by noting that the LFWFs fall-off as 1

k2
⊥

at
large k⊥ for each pair of internal interactions.

The simplicity of the DYW formula for current matrix elements is remarkable. One can also derive an exact
formula in the two-particle Bethe-Salpeter formalism by integrating first over k−. In fact, the LFWFs are related to
the Bethe Salpeter wavefunctions evaluated at fixed LF time τ [50]. However, all cross-graph kernels must appear in
the BS formalism in order to maintain crossing symmetry. In fact, one must include all crossed-graph kernels simply
to recover the familiar Dirac-Coulomb equation and the form factors of the muonium µ+e− atom at infinite muon
mass [51].

If one tries to evaluate form factors using “instant” time, one must include contributions where the virtual photon
interacts with the connected currents from qq̄g vertices appearing from the vacuum. One must also boost the instant-
form wavefunctions [52], a formidable dynamical problem and also include the overlaps of Fock states with different
particle number. The instant form expressions are frame-dependent and acausal. One can formally recover the DYW
formula in the instant form by evaluating the current matrix element in a Lorentz frame with P z → −∞, the “infinite
momentum frame” [53, 54]. However, it is much more natural to simply quantize at fixed τ.

As discussed by Soper [55], the exact DYW expression for form factors and other current matrix elements can be
written in coordinate space:

F (q2) =
∫ 1

0

dx

∫
d2~η⊥ei~η⊥·~q⊥ ρ̃(x, ~η⊥)
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where x is the LF momentum of the struck quark, q2
⊥ = Q2 and ~η⊥ =

∑n−1
j=1 xj

~b⊥. For example, in the case of
the valence qq̄ Fock state of a meson , ~η⊥ = (1 − x)~b⊥, where ~b⊥ is the transverse impact coordinate conjugate to
−~k⊥. At large Q2 = −q2, F (q2) is dominated by the LF density ρ̃(x, ~η⊥) in the domain ~η2

⊥ =< 1
Q2 . This condition

is true for all Fock states, independent of the number of constituents. The small ~η2
⊥ domain corresponds to small

frame-independent separation of the constituents of the hadron; only small color dipole moments then appear– the
underlying physics for color transparency. The region of fixed k⊥ at x ' 1 has no special role.

IV. DOMINANCE OF QUARK INTERCHANGE

One of the prominent features of atom-atom scattering in QED is the dominance of electron exchange [56]: two
atoms can scatter by exchanging an electron. This process is called ‘spin-exchange’ since the spins of the exchanged
electrons can be interchanged. The interchange amplitude is the physics underlying the covalent bond when the two
atoms form a molecule. The analog of electron interchange in atom-atom scattering is quark interchange [33]. For
example, in K+p→ K+p elastic scattering, the u quark common to both hadrons can be exchanged. This is illustrated
in fig. 8. The interchange amplitude can be expressed as a simple overlap of the four light-front wavefunctions of the
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⇤
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FIG. 8: The quark interchange mechanism for K+p elastic scattering.

interacting hadrons [33]:

MAB→CD
interchange(s, t) =

1
2(2π)3

∫
d2~k⊥

∫ 1

0

dxψA(x,~k⊥ + (1− x)~q⊥ + xr⊥)ψC(x,~k⊥ + x~r⊥)×

∆(x,~k⊥)× ψB(x,~k⊥)ψD(x,~k⊥ + (1− x)~q⊥)

The kinematics require q2
⊥ = −t, ~r2

⊥ = u and ~r⊥ · ~q⊥ = 0. The Mandelstam variables satisfy s+ t+ u =
∑
iM

2
i . The

quantity ∆ =
∑
I=A,B,C,D(s − Ka − Kb − K − c − Kd is the inverse of the LF energy denominator which appears

during the interchange of the quarks, where Ki = (k2
⊥i + m2

i )/xi, (i = a, b, c, d) is the LF kinetic energy of each
constituent in that intermediate state. The quantity ∆ is in effect the sum of the internal binding potentials

∑4
i=1 Vi

summed over the four hadrons. The resulting differential cross section is then

dσ

dt
(AB → CD)(s, t) =

1
s2
|MAB→CD

interchange(s, t)|2

This relativistic amplitude reduces in the nonrelativistic limit to an overlap of Schrodinger wavefunctions.
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The interchange amplitude can also be written in impact space in a form similar to that of the Soper equation,
where now the exponential involves ~η⊥ · ~q⊥ and ~η⊥ · ~r⊥. Since they are orthogonal vectors, we can take ~r⊥ ∝ x̂ and
~q⊥ ∝ ŷ In this case the hard-scattering domain of high u and high t (or high p2

t = tu/s and fixed θCM ) requires the
LF density ρ̃ to be evaluated at ~η2

y =< 1
|t| and ~η2

x =< 1
|u| . This establishes the short-distance dominance and color

transparency of the amplitude. The quark counting rules also emerge. (The argument works in 3+1 space because
there are two transverse directions. It would not work for A + B → C + D + E at fixed angle!) In the case of
K+p→ K+p elastic scattering, the quark constituent interchange prediction is

MK+p→K+p
CIM (s, t) ∝ κ6

ut2

at high u and t; it agrees well with measurements. See Fig. 9. Here κ represents the mass scale of QCD. The 1/u
dependence of the amplitude extends Regge theory to the large spacelike momentum transfer; in fact, the Regge
trajectory curves over to αR(t) → −1 at large t; it is no longer linear. The corresponding interchange amplitude for
nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering is

Mp+p→p+p
CIM (s, t) ∝ κ8

u2t2

 

AdS/CFT explains why  
quark interchange is 

dominant interaction 
at high momentum 
transfer in exclusive 

reactions

Non-linear Regge behavior:"

�R(t)⇤ �1

z = ⇤

⌅4
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qR,L = qx ± iqy

⇧(x, b⌅)

d⇤
dt = |M(s,t)|2
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M(t, u)interchange ⇥ 1
ut2

⇤

|b⇤|

⌅(⇤, b⇤)

A(⇤, b⇤) =
1

2⇥

�
d�ei⇤�Ã(b⇤, �)

Quark Interchange

FIG. 9: Data for K+p→ K+p elastic scattering at fixed θCM . The data are consistent with the u−quark interchange prediction
MK+p→K+p ∝ 1/ut2, Reggeon intercept αR(t)→ −1 at large t, and the 1/s8 scaling of the cross section.

One of the striking features of hard two-body exclusive hadronic scattering reactions is the strong dominance of
the quark exchange or interchange contributions over gluon exchange. In fact, White et al. [57] have analyzed 20
different exclusive processes and found that the quark exchange amplitude strongly dominates over gluon exchange in
every reaction. This is particularly surprising since Landshoff [58] has shown that the amplitude where three gluons
– each exchanging one-third of the momentum transfer between each quark-quark pair – should strongly dominate
in large-angle hard pp → pp elastic scattering if one compares amplitudes. See also ref. [1, 59]. However, there is
no sign of the expected gluon-exchange contribution in the measured cross section. The strong dominance of the
interchange amplitude may be due to the fact that no extra interactions are needed beyond the internal dynamics of
confinement when one evaluates the quark interchange amplitude; all of the effects of gluon exchange at the small t/9
virtualities involved in these elastic scattering reactions may be encapsulated as a ‘flux tube’ [60] which generates the
color confinement potential. If this is the case, hard gluon interactions may become manifest at very large momentum
transfers. Other examples where gluon exchange contributions are evidently absent and the OZI rule fails are discussed
in ref. [21]
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V. PERTURBATIVE QCD FACTORIZATION FOR HARD EXCLUSIVE PROCESSES

One of fundamental testing grounds for perturbative QCD are hard exclusive processes. Rigorous theorems based
on factorization of the hard and soft dynamics and the operator product expansion (OPE) can be based on first
principles in QCD. An introduction to the theory of exclusive reactions and additional references are given in ref.
[11]. For a recent review and applications to deeply virtual Compton scattering, see ref.[59].

At high momentum transfer large compared to the QCD nonperturbative scale, hadronic amplitudes can be fac-
torized at leading power as a convolution [16, 17] of a hard scattering amplitude TH with the product of process-
independent hadronic distribution amplitudes φH(xi, Q). The hard-scattering amplitude TH is obtained by replacing
each hadron by its valence quarks, moving as free partons collinear with the hadron. For example, for meson-meson
scattering the factorization takes the form

MA+B→C+D =
∫
dxiφC(xc, λc, Q̃)φD(xd, λd, Q̃)TH(xi, λi, Q2, θcm)× φA(xa, λa, Q̃)φB(xb, λb, Q̃)

where the xi are the light-front fractions xi = k+
i /P

+
H carried by each valence quark in the initial-state and final-state

hadrons, and the λi = Szi = ±1/2 are the respective LF spin projections of the quarks. The distribution amplitude
φH(x, Q̃) defined below is the interpolating amplitude between the valence quarks and the full dynamics of the hadron.
The pQCD factorization is illustrated for meson-baryon elastic scattering in fig. 10 and for the proton form factor
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FIG. 10: PQCD factorization of the hard scattering amplitude for elastic meson-baryon scattering at large momentum transfer.

(

in fig. 11. In the case of two-photon annihilation into meson pairs the incident photons act as elementary fields at
leading order in 1/pT . One then has

Mγγ→MM̄ =
∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1

0

dyφM̄ (y, Q̃y)TH(x, y, s, θcm)φM (x, Q̃x)

where TH is the scattering amplitude for γγ → [qq̄][qq̄] computed as if each valence quark and anti-quark is collinear
to the momentum of its respective ingoing or outgoing meson. Here Q̃x = minx1,x2Q. PQCD factorization can also
be applied to obtain the leading contribution to hard exclusive scattering amplitudes such as Compton scattering,
exclusive two-photon annihilation amplitudes, meson photoproduction, and baryon-baryon scattering, as well as deeply
virtual Compton scattering γ∗p → γp. In each case, the hard-scattering amplitude TH can be computed order by
order in pQCD, starting with the sum of Born diagrams at first order αs(p2

T ) connected by a single exchanged gluon.
The gauge invariant hadron distribution amplitudes φH(xi, Q) contain the fundamental nonperturbative dynamics

of QCD in the short distance regime [61]. The distribution amplitude in light-cone gauge is the integral over transverse
momentum of the hadron LFWF ψH(xi, k⊥i), the valence Fock state eigensolution of the QCD light-front Hamiltonian:

φM (xi, Q) = d−1
F (Q)

∫
d2k⊥θ(k2

⊥ < Q2)ψqq̄/M (xi,~k⊥)
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FIG. 11: (a) Factorization of the hard scattering amplitude applied to nucleon form factors at large momentum transfer. (b)
The hard scattering amplitude TH is computed at order α2

s. (c) Leading order contributions to the evolution kernel for the
nucleon distribution amplitude.

and

φB(xi, Q) = d
−3/2
F (Q)

∫
[d2k⊥]θ(k2

⊥ < Q2)ψqqq/B(xi,~k⊥).

Here d−1/2
F is the renormalization factor for each fermion line. For simplicity, spin indices have been suppressed. The

integration implies that the impact separation between the valence quarks is limited to b2⊥ ≤ 1/Q2. It is convenient
to assume the light-cone gauge A+0 so that the gluon fields have physical polarization; in gauges other than A+ = 0
light-cone gauge, a Wilson line between the quark and antiquark fields is required. The distribution amplitudes
φ(xi, Q) are universal - they depend specifically on the valence LFWF of the hadron, and they are thus independent
of the specific hard scattering process. The distribution amplitude is frame invariant, independent of the hadron’s
P+
H and P⊥H . Since it is defined at fixed LF time, the distribution amplitude is also causal. One can also derive [62]

the distribution amplitude φM (xi, Q) from the hadron’s Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction < H|ψ(x)ψ(0)|0 > evaluated at
fixed LF time τ = x+ = 0..

The renormalization scale of αs(µ2
R) appearing in TH can be fixed at each order using the “Principle of Maximum

Conformality (PMC)” [63], the rigorous extension of the BLM procedure [64]. One shifts the scale αs so that none
of the βi terms associated with the evolution of the coupling appear. The resulting pQCD prediction is then scheme-
independent and, to high accuracy, independent of the choice of the initial scale µR. The ‘renormalon’ terms which
make the series diverge as n! are absent. An important example is the pion form factor measured in `π → `π. In this
case the one gluon exchange kernel gives

Fπ(Q2) =
16παs(Q2)

3Q2

∫ 1

0

dx

∫ 1

0

dy
φ(x, Q̃x)φ(yQ̃y)
x(1− x)y(1− y)

See Fig. 12. An approximate formula for meson form factors was first given by Farrar and Jackson in ref. [65]
At high transverse momentum, the meson LFWF falls off as ψM (x,~k⊥) ∼ αs(k2

⊥)/k2
⊥. The distribution amplitude

thus evolves as the scale Q2 of the hard subprocess increases. The resulting ‘ERBL’ [16, 17] evolution equation at
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leading order in αs is

Q
∂

∂Q
φ(x,Q) =

αs(Q2)
4π

∫ 1

0

dy
V (x, y)
y(1− y)

[φ(y,Q)− 2φ(x,Q)]

The evolution kernel V (x, y) is derived at leading order in pQCD from the one-gluon exchange interaction:

V (x, y) = 4CF [x(1− y)θ(y − x)δ−h,h̄ +
∆

y − x + (x→ 1− x, y → 1− y)] = V (y, x).

The operator ∆ in the potential is defined such that

∆
φ(y,Q)
y(1− y)

≡ φ(y,Q)
y(1− y)

− φ(x,Q)
x(1− x)

which eliminates the singular behavior at y = x.
Solutions of the ERBL evolution equation for the distribution amplitude has the general form

φ(x,Q) = x(1− x)
∞∑
n=0

log[Q2/Λ2]−γnanC3/2
n (2x− 1)
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where the γn are the non-singlet anomalous dimensions associated with the operator product ψ(z/2)ψ(−z/2) where
z+ = 0:

γn = 2CF [1 + 4
n+1∑
k=2

1
k
− 2δ−(h,h̄)

(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
] ≥ 0.

This expansion can also be obtained explicitly from the operator-product expansion near the light-cone; i.e., for
z2 = −z2

⊥ ∼ 1/Q2. There is a corresponding evolution equation for the three-quark baryon distribution amplitude.
The coefficients an of the Gegenbauer polynomials C3/2

n that appear in the solution to the ERBL equation are
determined from the nonperturbative dynamics of the meson; i.e., the form of φM (x,Q0) at the nonperturbative
QCD scale. The Q-independent coefficient a0 can be determined from the decay meson constant fM obtained from
weak leptonic decays ud̄ → W+ → µ̄+ν since the anomalous dimension γ0 vanishes: γ0 = 0. For example, a0/6 =∫
dx1

0φπ(x.Q) = fπ/2
√
nC . The large Q2 behavior of the meson distribution amplitude at large Q2 is universal:

φM (x,Q→∞)x(1− x)fπ, independent of the nonperturbative input. The underlying hadron LF wavefunction must
vanish at x, (1− x)→ 0 to ensure that the expectation value of the LF kinetic energy (k2

⊥ +m2)/x(1− x) is finite.
The LFWFs and their resulting distribution amplitudes can also be used to compute other hadronic observables;

for example, the structure functions measured in deep inelastic scattering are effectively the probability distributions
defined from the absolute squares of the LFWFs integrated over the transverse momenta [41]. The generalized
parton amplitudes, such as E and H, which underly deeply virtual Compton scatting γ ∗ p → γp in the ‘handbag’
approximation, can also be evaluated as convolutions of initial and final proton LFWFs. An example is given in ref
[67].

VI. LIGHT-FRONT HOLOGRAPHY

One of the most exciting recent developments in the analysis of exclusive processes in QCD has been a new approach
to nonperturbative QCD based on ‘light-front holography’ [68]. Holography can relate a theory in five dimensions
to a theory in one less dimension. The LF holographic analysis utilizes the compact AdS5 space in 4+1 space-
time dimensions, since it provides a geometrical representation of the conformal group and the invariant transverse
separation ~ζ2

⊥ ≡ x
1−x~η

2
⊥ in 3+1 space at fixed LF time τ is holographically dual [69] to the fifth dimension z coordinate

in AdS5 space. If one includes a factor of exp +κ2z2 (the ’dilaton’) in the AdS5 action, a confinement potential with
a fundamental scale κ appears in the corresponding LF Schrödinger equations of motion in physical space time. See
fig. 13 and ref. [68]

Remarkably, the resulting action in physical space-time remains conformal despite the appearance of the mass scale κ
in the LF Hamiltonian and the equations of motion. The LF confinement potential in the meson sector has the unique
harmonic oscillator form using the extension of principle of extended conformal invariance developed by de Alfaro,
Fubini, Furlan [70] to LF theory. The resulting formalism is frame-independent and causal. Only one parameter,
the mass scale that sets the scale of confinement κ =

√
λ appears in the AdS/QCD analysis. One can solve the LF

Schrödinger equation with the confining kernel κ4ζ2 = κ4b2⊥x(1 − x), derived from LF holography and AdS/QCD.
The result is a pion with zero mass for mq = 0 and pion excitations which satisfy the Regge form M2

n,L = 2κ2(n+L)
with the same slope in n and L. this explaining important features of hadron dynamics [71]. The form of the
nonperturbative distribution amplitude from this approach is is φπ(x) = fπ

√
x(1− x) at small Q2. See fig. 14. This

form has also been recently derived using the Bethe-Salpeter formalism in ref. [72] The distribution then evolves by
ERBL evolution to the universal asymptotic form, φπ(x,Q) → 3fπ√

nC
x(1− x) at Q2 → ∞; i.e., the scale where all

hadron structure functions evolve [73] by DGLAP evolution to δ functions at x = 0. For a recent review, see ref. [74]
A corresponding LF Dirac equation resulting from light-front holography which determines nucleon spectroscopy and
dynamics, can also be derived using superconformal quantum mechanics [75].

The hard scattering domain for hard exclusive processes is z2 = ~ζ2
⊥ < x/(1− x)Q2, and thus the behavior of the AdS

amplitude Φ(z) at small z controls exclusive amplitudes at large momentum transfer. Since the power-law behavior of
Φ(z) at small z is determined by the twist of the short-distance interpolating operator of the hadron, the results agree
with the quark counting rules, independent of the choice of the dilaton profile at large z, as was first shown for form
factors by Polchinski and Strassler [18]. The LFWF for the ρ0 meson obtained using same approach gives a remarkably
good description of diffractive ρ electroproduction γ ∗ p → ρ0p′ as shown by Sandapen and Forshaw [77]. See fig.15.
The meson distribution amplitudes play a central role in QCD phenomenology since they describe hadronization at
the amplitude level – the transition between the off-shell quark and antiquark with momentum fractions x and 1−x,
transverse separation b ⊥∼ 1/Q and opposite helicities within the meson. Light-Front Holography also predicts the
spectroscopy and dynamics [69, 78] for hadrons with half-integer spin from a Light-Front Dirac equation. One obtains
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FIG. 13: The LF Schrödinger equation and LF wavefunction derived from AdS/QCD and LF holography. The unique form
of the confinement potential U(ζ2). is a consequence AdS/QCD and the principle of de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan [70]. The
eigenfunction LF Schrödinger equation predicts a zero-mass pion and the same Regge slope in n and L.

Regge trajectories with the same slope in n and L, thus reproducing the nucleon entries listed but the PDG. The same
results can be also derived using superconformal algebra [75]. This formalism thus leads to dynamical predictions as
well as spectroscopy. Predictions for the proton and neutron form factors from the AdS/QCD LF Dirac equation are
shown in fig. 16.

A. The Photon-to-Pion Transition Form Factor from AdS/QCD Light-Front Holography

A primary test of the pQCD formalism for hard exclusive reactions is the photon-to-pseudo-scalar meson transition
form factor Fγ→M (Q2) since it only involves one hadron. It can be measured at e+e− colliders via two-photon
reactions where one of the incident leptons scatters with large momentum transfer. and the other photon is nearly
real: k2 ∼ 0. The invariant amplitude for the photon-to-pseudo-scalar meson transition form factor is defined as [16]
Mµ,ν = εµνστp

σ
Mq

τFγ→M (Q2). The transition form factor can be computed from first principles at leading twist and
leading order in αs:

Q2Fγ→M (Q2) =
4√
3

∫ 1

0

dx
φ(x, (1− x)Q)

1− x [1 +O(αs,
m2

Q2
)]

Since φ(x,Q → ∞) =
√
sfπx(1 − x), the asymptotic photon-to-pion form factor is predicted without ambiguity:

Q2Fπγ(Q2 → ∞) = 2fπ. A complete prediction [80, 81] valid at all Q2 can be made using light-front holography
including modifications from the dressed current derived from AdS5. The AdS/QCD prediction is compared with
measurements in fig. 17. The result is also consistent with the pQCD analysis, The Belle data [82] agrees well
with the unified AdS/QCD predictions. However, the BaBar data [83] appears to diverge at Q2 ∼ 10 GeV 2. A
possibility is that the BaBar [83] signal, which deviates from the pQCD asymptotic prediction, includes a background
contribution to e+e− → e+′e−′π0 events, due to the interference of contributions from the spacelike γ∗γ → π0 and
timelike γ∗ → π0 + γ transition form factors.
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Prediction from AdS/QCD: Meson LFWF
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FIG. 14: Predictions for the pion LF wavefunction and distribution amplitude from the LF Schrodinger Equation [76].

B. Prediction for the QCD Running Coupling from AdS/QCD Light-Front Holography

Light-Front Holography also predicts the functional dependence of the QCD running coupling αs(Q2) ∝
exp−Q2/4κ2 in the nonperturbative region of small Q2 When one matches the running coupling αg1s (Q2) defined
from the Bjorken sum rule [87] and its derivative to the pQCD high Q2 prediction using the MS scheme, one obtains
a running coupling valid from low to high Q2. See refs. [85, 86]. The value of ΛMS can then be determined from
the ρ mass. See fig. 18. The coupling αg1s (Q2) is the effective charge defined from the Bjorken sum rule [88]. The
AdS/QCD Light-Front Holography approach thus describes both the dynamics of exclusive process and the hadron
spectrum in terms of one parameter, the mass scale κ. and a unique confining potential.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The discovery of Bjorken scaling [89] in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering [90, 91] – and its parton model
interpretation by Feynman [92] and by Bjorken and Paschos [93] – was the critical observation showing that hadrons
are indeed bound states of quarks. The discovery [94] of the scaling of Re+e−(s) and its stepwise character as one
passes quark thresholds, counts the number of quark flavors that exist in nature. A third crucial discovery was
that the fall-off of the rate for hard hadronic exclusive reactions, such as form factors at large momentum transfer,
enumerates [1–3] the number of quarks or antiquarks in any hadronic bound state – two for mesons, three for baryons,
six for the deuteron, etc. Thus even though quarks are confined and cannot emerge separately as asymptotic states,
one use the scaling of exclusive amplitudes to rigorously count their degree of compositeness. We have also noted
that by duality and the exclusive-inclusive connection, one obtains spectator counting rules [13] for the power-law
fall-off of both structure functions at x → 1 and fragmentation functions at z → 1, predictions consistent with the
Gribov-Lipatov crossing relations [95].

The quark counting rules apply not only to elastic and transition form factors, but also to hard exclusive 2 → N
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FIG. 15: Prediction [77] for diffractive ρ electroproduction γ∗p→ ρ0p′ using the LFWF given by AdS/QCD and LF holography.
There are no new parameters.

processes at fixed angle. The power-law fall-off reflects the twist of the leading interpolating operator for each hadron
at short distances x2 → 0. The pQCD analysis give the leading power-law fall-off; one obtains corrections higher
order in 1/Q2 and 1/p2

T from higher non-valence Fock states, internal transverse momentum and mass scales. In
addition, the pQCD analysis modifies the nominal leading power-law fall-off by anomalous dimensions derived from
the operator product expansion, ERBL evolution of the distribution amplitudes [16, 17], and by the evolution of
the QCD running coupling [96–98]. The counting rules can also be derived nonperturbatively [18] using light-front
holography and the soft-wall modification of the AdS5 action.

Constituent counting rules also provide an important tool for determining the structure of exotic hadrons [99]. For
example, one could measure the power-law fall-off of the rate for the production of pairs of tetraquarks such as the
Z+
c at large center of mass squared s:

σ(e+e− → Z+
c (cc̄ud̄) + Z̄−c̄ (c̄cūd))

σ(e+e− → µµ̄)
= |FZc(s)|2 ∝

1
sN

If N = 2(4− 1) = 6, this would prove that the Z+
c is indeed a bound state of a two quarks and two antiquarks. One

can also determine the constituent content of the Z+
c with a significantly larger rate by checking

σ(e+e− → Z+
c (cc̄ud̄) + π−(ūd))

σ(e+e− → µµ̄)
∝ 1
s4
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Using SU(6) flavor symmetry and normalization to static quantities
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FIG. 16: Light-front holographic predictions [79] for the nucleon form factors normalized to their static values.
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qq̄ components.

The simple valence qq̄ model discussed above should thus be modified at small Q2

by introducing the dressed current. In the case of soft-wall potential, the EM bulk-to-

boundary propagator is

V (Q2, z) = �

⇤
1 +

Q2

4�2

⌅
U

⇤
Q2

4�2
, 0, �2z2

⌅
, (17)

where U(a, b, c) is the Tricomi confluent hypergeometric function. The modified current

V (Q2, z), (17), has the same boundary conditions as the free current (9), and reduces to

(9) in the limit Q2 ⇥ ⇤. Eq. (17) can be conveniently written in terms of the integral

representation [33]

V (Q2, z) = �2z2

⇧ 1

0

dx

(1� x)2
x

Q2

4�2 e�⇥2z2x/(1�x). (18)

Inserting the pion wave function (5) for twist ⇤ = 2 and the confined EM current (18)

in the amplitude (3) one finds

F⇤�(Q
2) =

Pqq̄

⇥2f⇤

⇧ 1

0

dx

(1 + x)2
xQ2Pqq̄/(8⇤2f2

⇥). (19)

Eq. (19) gives the same value for F⇤�(0) as (14) which was obtained with the free current.

Thus the anomaly result F⇤�(0) = 1/(4⇥2f⇤) is reproduced if Pqq̄ = 0.5 is also taken in

(19). Upon integration by parts, Eq. (19) can also be written as

Q2F⇤�(Q
2) = 8f⇤

⇧ 1

0

dx
1� x

(1 + x)3

�
1� xQ2Pqq̄/(8⇤2f2

⇥)
⇥

. (20)

Noticing that the second term in Eq. (20) vanishes at the limit Q2 ⇥ ⇤, one recovers

Brodsky-Lepage’s asymptotic prediction for the pion TFF: Q2F⇤�(Q
2 ⇥⇤) = 2f⇤. [11]

The results calculated with (19) for Pqq̄ = 0.5 are shown as dashed curves in Figs. 1

and 2. One can see that the calculations with the dressed current are larger as compared

with the results computed with the free current and the experimental data at low- and

medium-Q2 regions (Q2 < 10 GeV2). The new results again disagree with BABAR’s data

at large Q2.

11

Lepage, sjb

FIG. 17: The γγ∗ → π0 transition form factor: Q2Fπγ(Q2) as a function of Q2 = −q2. The dotted curve is the result predicted
by AdS/QCD using a Chern-Simons form [80, 81] The dashed and solid curves include the effects of using a confined EM
current for twist-2 and twist-2 plus twist-4, respectively. The high Q2 data are from BaBar, ref. [83] and Belle, ref. [84]

since N = 4 + 2− 2 = 4. The ratio of e+e− exclusive annihilation rates:

σ(e+e− → Z+
c (cc̄ud̄) + π−(ūd))

σ(e+e− → Λc(cud)Λ̄c(c̄ūd̄))

has cancelling heavy-quark mass and scaling corrections; its scaling should be sensitive to the fundamental QCD
composition of the Z+

c ; e.g., whether it is primarily a “molecular” ([cc̄] + [ud̄]) state, analogous to “nuclear-bound
quarkonium” (J/ψ + A) [100, 101], or whether it is a diquark-diquark ([cd̄]3C + [uc̄]3C ) resonance of QCD color-
triplets [102].
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↵AdS
s (Q2) = ↵AdS

s (0)e�Q2/42

AdS/QCD + pQCDO(�3)

⇤MS = 0.5983 = 0.5983m⇢p
2
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]

FIG. 18: Comparison of the analytical expression for αg1 obtained by matching the hard pQCD and nonperturbative predictions
from AdS/QCD and light-front holography with experimental JLab data for the Bjorken sum rule and, lattice QCD results.
The coupling αg1s (Q2) is the effective charge defined from the Bjorken sum rule. The constraint at Q2 = 0 is derived from the
Drell-Hearn Sum Rule. From ref. [85, 86].
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